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Kumpulan tiedekirjasto
Neutriino-oskillaatio on hiukkasfysiikan ilmiö, missä neutriinot muuttavat makuaan. Ilmiö havaittiin
1990-luvun lopulla ja siitä seuraa, että neutriinoilla on nollasta eroava massa. Tällä hetkellä tun-
netun kolmen eri neutriinon massajärjestystä ei ole onnistuttu selvittämään eikä varaus–pariteetti
-symmetriarikkoa (CP-rikkoa) ole vielä havaittu leptonisektorilla.
Tutkielma alkaa historiallisella katsauksella neutriinofysiikkaan. Hiukkasfysiikan standardimallin
sähköheikko teoria (Glashow–Weinberg–Salam -teoria) käydään perinpohjaisesti läpi. Neutriino-
oskillaatio on ensimmäinen kokeellisesti vahvistettu hiukkasfysiikan standardimallin ulkopuolinen
ilmiö. Tästä seuraa, että kvanttiluvut Le, Lµ ja Lτ eivät säily. Neutriinojen massa on Diracin, Ma-
joranan tai molempia. Kaikissa tapauksissa standardimallia on laajennettava lisäämällä Lagrangen
tiheyteen neutriinojen massatermi.
Neutriino-oskillaatioiden fenomenologiaa käsitellään yksityiskohtaisesti. GLoBES-simulaatio-
ohjelma, siihen läheisesti liittyvä AEDL-ohjelmointikieli ja simuloitavan neutriinolähteen määritte-
lyparametrit käyttötarkoituksineen esitellään. Tärkeimmät parametrit ovat lähteen neutriinovuo,
kiihdytinteho, ilmaisimen massa ja peruslinja. Tilastollisia menetelmiä käsitellään lyhyesti. Perus-
työkalu on χ2-testi. Neutriinolähteiksi oletetaan 700 kW:n SPS-kiihdytin CERNissä, Sveitsissä, 450
kW:n hiukkaskiihdytin Protvinossa, Venäjällä sekä 5 MW:n hiukkaskiihdytin Lundissa, Ruotsissa.
Neutriinosuihkut kohdistetaan LAGUNA-ilmaisimelle Pyhäsalmen kaivokseen, Suomeen.
Käyttäen LAGUNA-ilmaisimen suunnitteluvaiheessa olevia oletettuja ominaisuuksia ja olettaen
SPS:n neutriinolähteeksi, neutriinon massajärjestyksen ja CP-rikon löytymisen luottamusvälit las-
kettiin. Massajärjestys saadaan lähes täysin varmasti määritettyä, sillä δCP :n parametriavaruudesta
suurin osa ylittää 5σ:n rajan, mitä pidetään nykyisin rajana uuden tieteellisen löydön hyväksymisel-
le. 3σ:n raja ylittyy kaikilla δCP :n arvoilla. CP-rikon löytyminen vahvistetaan 5σ:n luottamusvälillä
40 prosentilla δCP :n parametriavaruudesta ja 90 %:n luottamusvälillä 70 prosentilla.
Kun Protvinon kiihdyttimen neutriinovuo huomioidaan, parametriavaruuden se osa, joka ylittää
tietyn luottamusvälin, kasvaa merkittävästi. Ottamalla huomioon myös Lundin kiihdyttimen neut-
riinovuo, massajärjestys saadaan määritettyä täysin varmasti 5σ:n tarkkuudella. CP-rikon löyty-
minen tapahtuu 5σ:n luottamusvälillä 65 prosentilla δCP :n parametriavaruudesta ja 90 %:n luotta-
musvälillä 85 prosentilla.
Pyhäsalmen kaivos on 2288 km:n päässä CERNistä. Etäisyys on hyvin lähellä kaksoismaagista etäi-
syyttä, mistä seuraa erittäin hyvä statistiikka ja oskillaatioparametrien herkkyys. Johtopäätöksenä
Pyhäsalmen kaivos on ensisijainen ehdokas LAGUNAn sijoitusta varten.
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Neutrino oscillation is a particle physics phenomenon, where neutrino flavour is not conserved. The
phenomenon was conjectured during the 1950s by Pontecorvo and confirmed during the 1990s by
Super-Kamiokande collaboration. Consequently, neutrinos must have Dirac or Majorana mass and
a relevant mass term must be included in standard model. Neutrino oscillation is the first confirmed
beyond standard model phenomenon. It leads to nonconservation of quantum numbers Le, Lµ and
Lτ . Currently the scientific community has detected three different neutrinos, but has failed in
designating the mass hierarchy and absolute mass of them. In addition, charge-parity symmetry
violation (CP violation) is expected, but yet unconfirmed in the neutrino oscillation.
This thesis includes a brief historical journey to neutrino physics and a lengthy discussion of elect-
roweak sector of standard model (Glashow–Weinberg–Salam theory), with detailed phenomenology
of neutrino oscillations. GLoBES simulation program and its partner AEDL language is introduced.
Experiment definition methods in AEDL are covered extensively. The most important parameters
are neutrino flux, source power, target mass and baseline length. Statistical methods are repre-
sented briefly. Main tool is χ2-test. Neutrino sources are assumed to be 700 kW SPS at CERN,
Switzerland, 450 kW particle accelerator Protvino, Russia and 5 MW particle accelerator at Lund,
Sweden. The target is LAGUNA detector at Pyhäsalmi mine, Finland.
Using specifications of LAGUNA detector currently on drawing board and SPS as the neutrino
source, the confidence limits for determining neutrino mass hierarchy and discovering nonzero CP
violation are calculated. Mass hierarchy is almost conclusively determined, most of the δCP para-
meter space exceed the 5σ limit, which is considered the limit for a confirmed scientific discovery.
CP violation discovery is confirmed within 5σ limit with 70 % of δCP parameter space.
Including both the SPS and Protvino accelerator neutrino fluxes, the covered parameter space is
increased significantly with both mass hierarchy determination and CP violation discovery. Inclu-
ding also Lund accelerator neutrino flux, mass hierarchy is conclusively determined. CP violation
discovery is confirmed within 5σ limit with 65 % of δCP parameter space and within 90 % limit
with 85 % of δCP parameter space.
Pyhäsalmi mine is 2288 km from CERN neutrino source. The baseline is very close to bimagic
baseline 2540 km, which allows extremely good statistics and sensitivity of oscillation parameters.
In conclusion, Pyhäsalmi mine should be given priority, when candidate sites are considered.
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Dedicated to every theoretical physicist fighting to find the truth.
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Preface
Each piece, or part, of the whole nature is always an approximation to the
complete truth, or the complete truth so far as we know it. In fact, everything
we know is only some kind of approximation, because we know that we do not
know all the laws as yet.
- Richard Feynman, The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Volume I (1964)
In spring 2010 I participated a course Structure of Matter II in University of Helsinki.
Due to concurrent eruption of Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland, air traffic was grounded
and the lecturer was trapped abroad for one week. Henceforth, the last chapter of the
course book (particle physics) had to be skipped. For me, it was the most interesting
chapter and I couldn’t resist reading it anyway. Almost immediately, CP violation
caught my eye. Even before I knew what was a symmetry group or even a group, I
became fascinated by the phenomenon and went on to write a Bachelor’s thesis of it
during the summer.
In summer 2011 I was introduced to an analogue to quark mixing: neutrino os-
cillation, which had been confirmed only 13 years earlier. I was surprised to find out
that most of the oscillation parameters were only crudely known, mass hierarchy was
undetermined and even the existence of leptonic CP violation unconfirmed! Immediately
I became interested about neutrino oscillations and studied it and calculated transition
probabilities etc. with GLoBES. One year later, I was convinced that I would do my
Master’s thesis with this topic.
Most of this thesis was completed during June and July 2013. Most of June went
in acquiring the necessary data and analysing it. Starting in late June, thesis writing
and data analysis progressed simultaneously until the end of July. This thesis has been
an enormous learning experience for me and it required a lot more work than I initially
expected, but it was certainly more than worth it.
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Outline of thesis
- Chapter 1 motivates the subject of this thesis, gives a historical introduction
to the subject and introduces the notations and conventions used throughout the
thesis.
- Chapter 2 gives a brief tour to the most important aspects of neutrino physics
and neutrino oscillations. The possibility of neutrinos being Majorana particles is
touched briefly. However, neutrino scattering phenomena are skipped.
- Chapter 3 presents a description of GLoBES simulation program and its partner,
AEDL language. The statistical methods used to obtain the results are described
in detail. It has also a short description of LAGUNA project.
- Chapter 4 includes the results of the simulations. Neutrino mass hierarchy can be
determined and possible CP violation in leptonic sector confirmed within a certain
confidence limit.
- Chapter 5 is a short conclusion and review of the results and a forecast for the
future of the neutrino oscillation theory and experiments.
- Bibliography lists all the references to journals, books, lecture notes and other
theses made in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
One could ask a simple question: why? Why should anyone be bothered by neutrinos,
extremely weakly interacting particles which have nothing to do in our daily life? Is
there anything to gain from it? Evidently, a similar question was asked from Michael
Faraday during first half of 19th century, regarding electricity. The same attitude was
later targeted at radio waves, nuclear fission, computers and even World Wide Web.
Needless to say, we gained everything.
Neutrinos and neutrino oscillations are (as of 2013) far away from everyday applica-
tions. By doing fundamental research, our knowledge deepens and we might encounter
exciting new possibilities. For example, if cosmic neutrino background could in future be
mapped similarly to cosmic microwave background (CMB), we could see the universe at
the age of only 2 seconds old, a factor of 1013 younger than with CMB! Since neutrinos
can go through almost anything being barely disturbed, their communication potential
is vastly superior to radio waves, which expand spherically, lose their power over long
distances and get absorbed1 and reflected. The first successful neutrino communication
experiment was conducted in 2012 [1] with data rate 0.1 bits/s. We already use the
neutrinos to get information of interior of the Sun and other stars. Obviously, there is a
long way to go, but the discipline of neutrino physics is still young and the most exciting
discoveries are probably still lying ahead of us.
1.2 Historical perspective
The history of neutrino physics is too rich and interesting to be summarized by one
single paragraph. The story involves the names of many famous physicists, most of who
mentioned in this section are Nobel prize of physics laureates.
We start our story 100 years ago, in 1914. During that year, James Chadwick used
1Radio waves sent from the bottom of the sea never make it to the surface, making communication
with deep sea submarines impossible with radio. Using neutrinos instead, the problem is solved.
1
recently invented Geiger counter to measure the energy distribution of beta decay. Unlike
alpha and gamma decays, which had simple spectral lines, beta decay distribution was
continuous. Beta decay was then considered to be of form
A
ZX→AZ+1 Y+ + e−
In other words, it is a two-particle decay, where the energies and momenta of daughter
nucleus and electron are determined exactly. The energy distributions of proton and
electron should have been Dirac delta-distributions.
Where the missing energy went? The problem was so fundamental that Niels Bohr
suggested in 1930 of abandoning the conservation law of energy2. During the same year,
Wolfgang Pauli suggested in a famous letter that in beta decay, a third particle is also
ejected:
I have hit upon a desperate remedy to save the "exchange theorem" of statistics
and the energy theorem. Namely [there is] the possibility that there could exist
in the nuclei electrically neutral particles that I wish to call neutrons, which
have spin 1/2 and obey the exclusion principle.
He called the particle a neutron, but it was renamed to neutrino by Enrico Fermi a few
years later. The name neutron was given to another particle. Currently we know that
beta decay reaction equation is
n0 → p+ + e− + νe
Even then, it was known that neutrino must be light or massless3, since the tail of
the energy distribution ended very close to the exact value of previously assumed two-
particle decay of neutron. For no good reason, the neutrino was presumed to be massless.
It also couldn’t feel strong or electromagnetic interactions, rendering it notoriously hard
to detect. Shortly after writing the letter, Pauli is reported to have said:
I have done a terrible thing, I have postulated a particle that cannot be de-
tected.
Already in 1934, Enrico Fermi had formulated his very successful theory of weak inter-
actions, including neutrino interactions. Fermi combined Dirac’s theory of relativistic
quantum mechanics and antiparticles with Heisenberg’s interpretation of neutron and
proton as an isospin doublet. Beta decay was described with Lagrangian density
LF = −GF√
2
(nγµp)(νeγµe) (1.1)
where n, p, νe and e correspond to neutron, proton, anti-electron neutrino and electron,
respectively. GF = 1.1664 · 10−5 GeV−2 is Fermi’s constant and the factor
√
2 is just a
2In addition, there appeared to be missing angular momentum, prompting a violation of another
conservation law.
3In his letter, Pauli gave an upper limit of 1% of proton’s mass.
2
historical convention. Since GF is so small, the weak interaction is – as the name says
– weak. After calculating the smallness of neutrino cross section, even Hans Bethe and
Rudolf Peierls agreed with Pauli in their 1934 article in Nature:
If [there are no new forces] – one can conclude that there is no practically
possible way of observing the neutrino.
It is common in history to claim that some feat is impossible. However, most of these
claims are proven wrong, since technology marches on.
Contrast to Pauli’s, Bethe’s and Rudolf’s pessimistic attitude towards neutrino de-
tection, Wang Ganchang proposed already in 1942, that a neutrino could be detected
using inverse β-decay [2]. Pontecorvo elaborated more Wang’s proposal in 1946. Clyde
Cowan and Frederick Reines detected the neutrino the first time in 1956[3], two years
after Fermi’s death. Nuclear reactor (which is an intense neutrino source; first was built
during the 1940s) was used as a νe source. When the antineutrino hits a proton of target
material (which was simply water), a reaction occurs:
νe + p+ → n + e+
The positron soon annihilates with an electron, resulting in two easily detectable gamma
rays. However, this is not enough, as they could be considered background. The trick is
to detect the neutron simultaneously. To accomplish this, a neutron absorber (cadmium
chloride) was placed in the water. When a neutrino hits the cadmium atom, the following
reaction occurs:
n0 +108 Cd→109m Cd→109 Cd + γ
Cowan and Reines concluded that if the time interval of detection of dual gamma rays of
e+e−-annihilation and gamma ray from neutron absorption is less than 5 µs, the trigger
for this was the antineutrino. The detector consisted of 200 kg of water and 40 kg of
dissolved cadmium chloride, with 110 photomultiplier tubes. It was placed underground
to get shielded from cosmic rays, but still only 11 m from the reactor. Neutrino flux from
the reactor was 5 · 1013 1/cm2s, and detection rate was one neutrino every 20 minutes,
on average. Detected neutrino cross section agreed well with theoretical values. Reines
lived long enough to recieve Nobel prize in 1995, for the detection of neutrino. Cowan
died in 1974.
Fermi’s theory lacked parity violation, which was predicted by Lee and Yang in 1956
and confirmed by Wu et al in 1957. To incorporate parity violation, it was upgraded to
V–A -theory (Vector–Axial vector) by Feynman and Gell-Mann in 1958, with Lagrangian
density
LV−A = −GF√
2
(nγµ(1− gAγ5)p)(νeγµ(1− γ5)e) (1.2)
where gA is the nucleon axial vector coupling constant. The combination γµγ5 is respon-
sible for the parity violation. After the discovery of quarks, the neutron and proton in
3
the Lagrangian density could be replaced by up and down quark, respectively.
LV−A = −GF√
2
(uγµ(1− γ5)d)(νeγµ(1− γ5)e) (1.3)
The constant gA is no longer there, since it arises from strong interactions between
nucleons. This is not enough, as this theory was nonrenormalizable4. In 1968, Glashow,
Weinberg and Salam combined QED and theory of weak interactions to a renormalizable,
unified electroweak gauge theory, which continues even today to be the most successful
theory describing neutrino interactions (and many other).
In 1957, Pontecorvo proposed the existence of neutrino oscillation[4] inspired by
already confirmed neutral kaon oscillation K0 ↔ K0. Since only electron neutrino νe
was detected at the time, the only possible oscillation was νe ↔ νe. Two years later,
Pontecorvo and Schwartz proposed an experiment to prove that νµ and νe are different
particles by observing pion decay reactions
pi+ → µ+ + νµ
pi− → µ− + νµ
The experiment was done in 1962, when Leon Lederman et al detected muon neutrino
νµ [5]. The neutrinos from the decays produce muons, when they interact with target
material. Neither electrons nor positrons were detected, which proved that there are at
least two different neutrino flavours, and the existence of νµ. The discovery excited Maki,
Nakagawa and Sakata to formulate a theory of neutrino flavor oscillation. First version
was completed already in the same year [6].
After the discovery of tau lepton in 1975 by Perl et al, existence of tau neutrino
ντ was expected5. In 1989, analysis of Z0 boson decay concluded that there are three
(2.98±0.01) neutrino flavours with m < 45 GeV, except possible sterile neutrinos. ντ
was detected quite recently, in 2000 by DONUT collaboration.
During the late 1960s, it became clear that electron neutrino flux from sun was only
one third of expected. This discrepancy was named solar neutrino problem. After
unsatisfactory modifications to solar model, Pontecorvo found in 1968 that existence of
neutrino oscillation is equivalent to existence of nonzero neutrino mass. Given three neu-
trino flavours and enormously long baseline (from Sun to Earth) compared to oscillation
length6, a pure electron neutrino beam will be replaced by equal number of neutrinos of
all flavours. In other words, an electron neutrino flux will be reduced to one third of the
original flux.
Like all beyond standard model phenomena, neutrino oscillations were confronted
with skepticism.
4Fermi’s theory and V–A -theory had a four-point spinor structure gΨΨΨΨ. Dimensional analysis
reveals that the coupling constant g has dimension of mass to power -2. Theory is renormalizable only
if all the coupling constants it involves have dimension of mass to non-negative power.
5The first time tau neutrino was proposed was actually in 1973 by M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa.
They proposed the entire III generation of matter to explain the existence of CP violation, which was
discovered in 1964 by Cronin and Fitch.
6See section 2.6
4
At present this is highly speculative — there is no experimental evidence for
neutrino oscillations.
— David Griffiths, Introduction to Quantum Mechanics (1995)
Neutrino oscillation was confirmed only three years after Griffiths’ remark by Super-
Kamiokande collaboration [7], solving the 30 year old solar neutrino problem.
Neutrino mixing is partially analogous to quark mixing, where CKM matrix corre-
sponds to PMNS matrix. After the successful detection of neutrino oscillation, neutrinos
were confirmed to have nonzero mass, even though it is not known whether it is Dirac
or Majorana mass (or both). The possibility of neutrino being a Majorana particle (a
fermion that is its own antiparticle) was proposed already in 1937 by Ettore Majorana.
In 1977, Peter Minkowski used the idea of Majorana mass to explain the smallness of
neutrino mass via see-saw mechanism [8]. The nature of neutrino mass is still an open
question. Majorana neutrinos break total lepton number conservation law, which would
allow neutrinoless double-beta decay to occur. The experiments to observe this are
presently under consideration and some have already completed, with no sign of decay
observed yet.
Additionally, neutrino oscillation is the first (and currently only) phenomenon where
leptonic family number conservation laws are violated, giving rise to new possible decay
channels. However, the total lepton number conservation law is still valid unless the
neutrinos are revealed to be Majorana particles. Neutrino oscillation provides also a
possible new source of CP violation. However, even in the case of maximal CP violation
in neutrino sector, it is not enough to fulfill the Sakharov conditions in the sense of
presently understood baryogenesis.
1.3 Notations and conventions
In this thesis, natural units are used to simplify and shorten equations. By definition,
we set c = ~ ≡ 1.
Summation. Mass eigenstates of neutrinos (νe, νµ, ντ ) are denoted by |ν1〉, |ν2〉, |ν3〉,
respectively. They are indexed by Latin indices i and j (and only those), for example
|νi〉, where i = 1, 2, 3. Corresponding eigenstates of weak interaction are denoted by
|νe〉, |νµ〉, |ντ 〉, respectively. They are indexed by Latin index l, l′ or l′′, standing for
"lepton", for example |νl〉, where l = e, µ, τ . To avoid confusion, no other letters are
designated for lepton index. Einstein summation convention is used, when it is useful,
mainly in section 2.1. In it, repeated Latin indices are summed over from 1 to 3 and
repeated Greek indices are summed over from 0 to 3. Excluding section 2.1, most of the
sums are explicit.
Linear algebra.
- Unit matrix is denoted by I and zero matrix by 0. The matrix dimension of I and
0 is not explicitly stated for each time it occurs, but it should be clear from the
context. Diagonal matrix is denoted by diag.
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- Dirac gamma matrices γµ are written in the Dirac basis, except the discussion of
Majorana neutrinos in section 2.1.4, where Weyl basis is used.
- Metric tensor is defined as gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).
- Transpose is denoted by capital letter T in superscript, complex conjugation by
star (*) in superscript, and Hermitian conjugation by dagger (†) in superscript.
- When a sum of an expression and its Hermitian conjugate is confronted, sometimes
only first part is explicitly shown, the second term being shortened to abbreviation
"h.c.".
- Adjoint spinor is denoted by overline to the original spinor: Ψ ≡ Ψ†γ0.
- Feynman slash notation is used: /a = γµaµ.
- 3-vectors are in bold.
- Spacetime point is denoted x = (ct,x) ≡ (t,x)
- Partial derivative is defined as ∂µ = (∂t,−∇).
- Real part of complex number z is denoted by Re z and imaginary part by Im z.
- Base-10 logarithm is denoted by lg and natural logarithm by ln.
- Order of magnitude is estimated with both ∼ and big O notation.
- Equal by definition or identically true is denoted by ≡.
Sets.
- Integers: Z={0,±1,±2, ...}
- Positive integers: Z+={1, 2, ...}
- Negative integers: Z−={−1,−2, ...}
- Real numbers: R
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Chapter 2
Overview of theoretical neutrino
physics
In this chapter, the section 2.1 gives a brief discussion of the role of the neutrino in
the Standard model (SM) and expands it by assigning neutrino mass term to the SM
Lagrangian density. Both possibilites of Dirac and Majorana mass are considered. Ex-
cluding the mass term and see-saw mechanism after it, no other beyond standard model
phenomena are considered. In the following sections, neutrino oscillation phenomenology
is extensively covered, following [9].
2.1 Neutrinos in standard model of particle physics
Standard model of particle physics is incredibly successful theory of electromagnetic,
weak and strong interactions. It is the product of decades of work by many physicists,
including Dirac, Fermi, Feynman, Schwinger, Tomonaga, Gell-Mann, Glashow, Weinberg,
Salam, Higgs and ’t Hooft, to name a few (the list is incomplete). It has passed every
precision test and predicted the existence of b and t quarks, ντ and Higgs boson H.
After the discovery of Higgs boson in 2012 (confirmed in 2013), the last piece of
SM was found. It is time to look particle physics phenomena outside SM, since it is
clearly incomplete1. In fact, the first beyond standard model (BSM) phenomenon was
discovered[7] in 1998 in Super-Kamiokande experiment: neutrino oscillation. Since then,
neutrino oscillation has been an active and rapidly growing field of study. It also in-
troduces four additional parameters via PMNS mixing matrix, which is introduced in
section 2.2.
Neutrinos are spin-1/2 fermions, electrically neutral leptons, and their behaviour
is described by electroweak theory, also known as GWS-theory, named by their inven-
tors: Sheldon Glashow, Abdus Salam and Steven Weinberg. The theory is non-abelian
1Most importantly, gravity is not explained by SM. Furthermore, it does not offer a suitable candidate
for dark matter or dark energy. From aesthetic point of view, SM has 19 arbitrary parameters (not
including the four parameters from PMNS matrix), making it appear to be an effective theory of some
more fundamental (and yet unknown) theory.
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SU(2)L×U(1)Y -symmetric gauge field theory. Subscript Y is hypercharge and L corre-
sponds to "Left", as only left-handed lepton fields interact.
Let’s assign all leptons to three doublets, according to their flavour:(
νe
e
)
,
(
νµ
µ
)
,
(
ντ
τ
)
The charge of charged leptons in the doublets is −e, and the sign of charge is ignored in
notation in the doublets. Constructing the final Lagrangian densities is hard and long
process. The full treatment is in [10]. We start by defining projection operators:
PL =
1
2
(I − γ5) (2.1)
PR =
1
2
(I + γ5) (2.2)
where γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 is Hermitian and anticommutes with γµ. The γµ are the Dirac
gamma matrices. The operators project to left- (L) and right-handed (R) fields and they
have the following properties, which we will utilize later:
PL + PR = I (2.3)
PLPR = PRPL = 0 (2.4)
P 2L = PL (2.5)
P 2R = PR (2.6)
PLγ
µ = γµPR (2.7)
PRγ
µ = γµPL (2.8)
Left- and right-handed electron flavour doublets are
Le =
(
νe
e
)
L
≡ 1
2
(I − γ5)
(
νe
e
)
Re =
(
νe
e
)
R
≡ 1
2
(I + γ5)
(
νe
e
)
We assumed Weyl basis (chiral basis) for Dirac matrices. In the SM there are neither
right-handed neutrinos nor neutrino masses. However, the existence of neutrino masses
is confirmed. Because the neutrino masses are relevant in this discussion, we allow here
also right-handed neutrino degrees of freedom.
There are three crucial steps[10] to obtain the true Lagrangian density:
1. Write globally invariant Lagrangian density of electroweak theory
2. Write corresponding locally invariant Lagrangian density
3. Use spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism to obtain the final Lagrangian
density
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Consider only electron sector and shorthand notation L ≡ Le and R ≡ Re (muon
and tau sectors are identical except for notation). Electron flavour sector has a globally
invariant Lagrangian density
L = iLγµ∂µL+ iRγµ∂µR+ ∂µφ†∂µφ+m2φ†φ (2.9)
− he(LφeR + eRφ†L)− hν(LφCνR + νRφ†CL)−
1
4
f(φ†φ)2
Throughout this section, Einstein summation convention is used. This Lagrangian
density has both free (non-interacting) and interacting parts of massless fermion fields
and Higgs fields φ. Note that φ is a two-component vector of complex fields. φC ≡ iσ2φ∗
is charge conjugated Higgs field. Several couplings are there: Higgs self-interaction (with
coupling constant f), Higgs-fermion interaction (with coupling constants he and hν for
electron and neutrino interaction, respectively). The fermion mass term is absent, since
it is not globally invariant. Since electrons (and other charged leptons) have mass, there
must exist a way to spontaneously break the gauge symmetry to give masses to them.
This is due to Higgs potential2
V (φ) = −m2φ†φ+ 1
4
f(φ†φ)2 (2.10)
In Higgs potential, the vacuum gets nonzero expectation value (which is known to be ∼
246 GeV). This process breaks the SU(2)-symmetry, but preserves the U(1)-symmetry.
The next step is to find locally invariant Lagrangian.
2.1.1 Global SU(2)×U(1) invariance
Lagrangian density 2.9 is invariant under global U(1)Y -transformations
L→ e−igYLL (2.11)
R→ e−igYRR (2.12)
φ→ e−igφ (2.13)
where Y = 2Q− I3 is hypercharge operator (giving the subscript Y in U(1)), Q is charge
operator (multiplied by identity matrix, here invisible) and I3 = σ3/2 is third component
of isospin operator. Plugging in the relevant values for electron and electron neutrino, we
get YL = −I and YR = −2 (I is 2×2 identity matrix). The transformations are therefore
L→ eigL (2.14)
R→ e2igR (2.15)
φ→ e−igφ (2.16)
2Also known as Mexican hat potential or wine bottle potential.
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where g is the hypercharge coupling constant and  is the continuous group parameter.
The invariance of φ is easy to point out. Every term in the Lagrangian density which
involves φ has its hermitian conjugate φ† in the same term. The product transforms as
φ†φ→ (e−igφ)†e−igφ = φ†eige−igφ = φ†φ
Similar treatment can be done to first two terms of 2.9, since the factor e−ig is a scalar
quantity independent of the space-time points, and it is therefore not touched by the
derivative operator. Fifth and sixth term of 2.9 deserve a closer look:
LφR→ Leige−igφe2igR = LφR (2.17)
Rφ†L→ Re2ig(e−igφ)†eigL = Rφ†L (2.18)
Every term of 2.9 is invariant, so the Lagrangian density has global U(1) gauge invariance.
Next, we turn to SU(2).
The Lagrangian density 2.9 is also invariant under global SU(2)-transformations
L→ e−ig′τkθkL (2.19)
R→ R (2.20)
φ→ e−ig′τkθkφ (2.21)
where θk are the SU(2) group parameters, g′ is the weak coupling constant3 and τk = σk/2
are Pauli spin matrices divided by 2. The Higgs terms’ φ†φ invariance is easily seen:
φ†φ→ (e−ig′τkρkφ)†e−ig′τkρkφ = φ†eig′τkρke−ig′τkρkφ = φ†φ
Since the exponential factor is actually a matrix, we can’t treat it as a scalar and move
it any way we want. The matrix property (AB)† = B†A† is used instead. Similarly, the
other terms are invariant: Lagrangian density 2.9 has global SU(2) gauge invariance.
Coupled with U(1), this means SU(2)×U(1) gauge invariance.
2.1.2 Local SU(2)×U(1) gauge invariance
Next step is to make the Lagrangian density 2.9 locally invariant in both SU(2) and U(1)
transformations. The locality means that the group parameters depend on the space-time
points. Let’s deal with SU(2) first.
We replace the partial derivative with covariant derivative:
I∂µ → Dµ = I∂µ + ig′WµPL (2.22)
3Weak coupling constant is related to Fermi’s constant by
g
′2 = 8GFm
2
W /
√
2
where mW is the mass of W± boson. Note that g 6= g′.
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We denote U = exp(−ig′τkθk(x)) and note that it is unitary: U † = U−1. Then, the local
SU(2) transformation of fields are
L→ UL (2.23)
R→ R (2.24)
We require that the covariant derivative is invariant under SU(2) transformation, which
gives the transformation rule for Wµ:
U †DµU ≡ D′µ
U †(∂µ − ig′Wµ)U = I∂µ − ig′W ′µ
U †(∂µU) + U †U︸︷︷︸
=I
∂µ − ig′U †WµU = I∂µ − ig′W ′µ
U †(∂µU)− ig′U †WµU = −ig′W ′µ
W
′µ = U †WµU − i
g′
U †(∂µU)
After the second line, we used Leibniz rule for ∂µ(U ·). Next, we add a Maxwell-like term
in the Lagrangian density:
LSU(2)Maxwell ≡
1
4
F aµνF
µνa =
1
2
Tr(FµνFµν) (2.25)
where Fµν ≡ F kµντk is a vector, with basis of τ matrices. Analogously to electromagnetic
field tensor, it is defined by
Fµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ − igW [Wµ,Wν ] ≡ i
g
[Dµ, Dν ] (2.26)
Next, we turn to U(1). The covariant derivative is then Dµ = ∂µ + igAµ, where Aµ is
the four-vector potential of electromagnetic interactions. We combine this with SU(2)
covariant derivative to produce SU(2)×U(1) covariant derivative:
Dµ = ∂µ − ig′WµPL + igAµ (2.27)
We denote U = exp(−ig(x)) and note (again) that it is unitary. Local U(1) transfor-
mations of the fields are
L→ UL (2.28)
R→ U2R (2.29)
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µ (2.30)
where the transformation of Aµ is chosen like this to make Dµ invariant, similarly to
SU(2) case. The fact that R has transformation matrix U2 is pure coincidence of hyper-
charge operator. Quark doublet transformation matrices have different powers. As with
SU(2), we add the Maxwell term in the Lagrangian density:
LU(1)Maxwell = −
1
4
GµνGµν (2.31)
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where Gµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the electromagnetic stress tensor. It has the same form as
2.26, but the field commutator vanishes, since we are dealing with scalar quantities. We
have now constructed a locally invariant Lagrangian density.
L = iLγµDµL+ iRγµDµR+ ∂µφ†Dµφ+m2φ†φ− he(LφeR + eRφ†L) (2.32)
− hν(LφCνR + νRφ†CL)−
1
4
f(φ†φ)2 +
1
4
Fµν · Fµν − 1
4
GµνG
µν
2.1.3 Dirac neutrino field
Before the spontaneous symmetry breaking, the locally invariant electroweak Lagrangian
density is 2.32. After symmetry breaking and diagonalization of Lagrangian density, the
final Lagrangian density for neutrinos is obtained. The appearance of mass m is due to
symmetry breaking.
LD ≡ LDkin + LDm = νD(iγµ∂µ −m)νD (2.33)
Here
νD =
 νeνµ
ντ

is neutrino field spinor (elements of which are eigenstates of weak interaction) and νD ≡
ν†Dγ
0. Sub- and superscript D stands for "Dirac", meaning that we assume neutrinos
to be Dirac particles, and not Majorana particles. Free field expansion of (for example)
Dirac νe field is
νe =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
√
2pi
∑
s=1,2
(
cs(k)u(k, s)e
−ik·x + d†s(k)v(k, s)e
ik·x
)
(2.34)
where c† and d† are creation operators of neutrino and antineutrino, respectively. With-
out daggers, they are annihilation operators. The operators obey standard anticommu-
tation relations [11].
We can define handedness (chirality) for neutrinos by defining
νL = PLν (2.35)
νR = PRν (2.36)
to be left- (L) and right-handed (R) neutrino fields, similar to previous subsection. Sum-
ming these, ν = νL + νR. All observed neutrinos are left-handed.
Equation 2.33 has two terms. The term involving mass is called the mass term:
LDm = −mνν (2.37)
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where subscript m stands for "mass". Substituting left- and right-handed field, the
Lagrange density becomes
LDm = −m(νL + νR)(νL + νR)
= −m(νLνL + νRνR + νLνR + νRνL)
The term νLνL vanihses:
νLνL =
(
1− γ5
2
ν
)†
γ0
1− γ5
2
ν
=
1
4
(1− γ5)†γ0(1− γ5)ν†ν
=
1
4
(γ0−γ0γ5 − γ5γ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+γ5 γ0γ5︸︷︷︸
=−γ5γ0
)ν†ν
=
1
4
(γ0 − γ5γ5︸︷︷︸
=I
γ0)ν†ν = 0
Similarly, the term νRνR vanihses, and the mass term can be expressed as
LDm = −m(νLνR + νRνL) (2.38)
Let’s go back to Lagrangian density of Dirac neutrinos and modify the kinetic term
with the help of identity I = PL + PR. We can write the Lagrangian density with the
chiral fields:
LDkin = νiγµ∂µν
= ν(PL + PR)iγ
µ∂µ(PL + PR)ν
= νPLiγ
µ∂µPLν + νPLiγ
ρ∂ρPRν + νPRiγ
σ∂σPLν + νPRiγ
ν∂νPRν
= νPLiγ
ρ∂ρPRν + iν (PLγ
µPL + PRγ
νPR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=γµPRPL+γνPLPR=0
∂µν + νPRiγ
σ∂σPLν
= νPLiγ
ρ∂ρPRν + νPRiγ
σ∂σPLν
= νRiγ
ρ∂ρνR + νLiγ
σ∂σνL = νRi/∂νR + νLi/∂νL
Now, the right-handed field is invariant in SU(2)-transformation, but left-handed is not.
The SU(2) symmetry is explicitly broken. The transformation for doublets is
L 7→ eiθaσaL (2.39)
R 7→ R (2.40)
where σa are Pauli spin matrices and θa are the generators of SU(2) gauge group, as
before.
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Higgs doublet is defined as two complex (equivalently four real) fields:
φ ≡
(
φ+
φ0
)
=
1√
2
(
φ1 − iφ2
φ3 − iφ4
)
(2.41)
The charge conjugated Higgs doublet is
φC ≡ iσ2φ∗ ≡
(
φ
0
−φ−
)
=
1√
2
(
φ3 + iφ4
−φ1 − iφ2
)
(2.42)
Note that the upper element has the vacuum expectation value of Higgs field. These dou-
blets are analogous to kaon doublets (K+,K0) and (K0,K−). Recall Lagrangian density
2.9 and its interaction terms with left- and right-handed lepton doublets. Using charge
conjugated doublet and equation 2.32, we can write the coupling terms for neutrinos as
− gν(LφCνR + νRφ†CL) (2.43)
where gν is coupling constant. Vacuum expectation value of Higgs field is
〈φ〉0 = 1√
2
(
0
v
)
(2.44)
Plugging this in, we get
− gv√
2
(νLνR + νRνL) (2.45)
which is exactly the mass term for Dirac neutrinos, with mass m = gv/
√
2. Since
the observed upper limit for neutrino mass is at order of 1 eV, it would imply that
gν = O(10
−11) eV, giving arise to the famous hierarchy problem in particle physics.
The coupling constant is different for every fermion-Higgs interaction, for fermions of
different masses. As g is proportional to mass, different coupling constants have different
values ranging from lightest neutrinos to top quark (for which gt ∼ 1). The interval
which different g belong to is generally thought to be too large, containing at least 11
orders of magnitude.
2.1.4 Majorana neutrinos
Dirac spinor corresponding to a fermion can be transformed to a spinor of correspond-
ing antifermion with combined operation of charge conjugation operator C = iγ2 and
complex conjugation4
ΨC ≡ CΨ∗ = iγ2Ψ∗ (2.46)
Ettore Majorana suggested in 1937 the existence of a self-conjugate spinor, which would
be invariant under C. In this section, we use the Weyl basis for gamma matrices.
Charge conjugation operator is then
C = i
(
0 I
I 0
)( −σ2 0
0 σ2
)
=
(
0 iσ2
−iσ2 0
)
(2.47)
4There are different conventions for charge conjugation operator. Peskin and Schroeder [12] use
C = iγ0γ2.
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where σ2 is the second Pauli matrix. It is purely imaginary, so σ∗2 = −σ2. Consider a
4-spinor
ΨM =
(
φ
−iσ2φ∗
)
(2.48)
where "M" stands for "Majorana" (contrast to Dirac) and φ is a 2-spinor. Charge
conjugated spinor is then
ΨMC =
(
0 iσ2
−iσ2 0
)(
φ
−iσ2φ∗
)∗
=
(
φ
−iσ2φ∗
)
= ΨM (2.49)
So ΨM really is self-conjugate. The conclusion is that Majorana fermion is its own
antiparticle. The free field expansion of Majorana field is
ΨM =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
√
2ω
∑
λ=1,2
(
cλ(k)u(k, λ)e
−ik·x + c†λ(k)v(k, λ)e
ik·x
)
(2.50)
and it obeys the usual anticommutation relations [12]. It is instructive to compare this
to the Dirac neutrino field expansion 2.34. Since ν = ν for Majorana neutrinos, the
creation and annihilation operators for them are identical: cλ = dλ and c
†
λ = d
†
λ.
We already know that the photon (spin-1 boson) is its own antiparticle, so the exis-
tence of the possibility of self-conjugate spinor shouldn’t be a surprise. Since antiparticles
and particles have electric charges of different sign, a particle can be its own antiparticle
only if it is electrically neutral. Neutrinos are the only elementary fermions fulfilling
that condition. As of today, all known fermions are Dirac fermions, which distinguish
themselves from their antiparticles. Neutrino may be a Dirac particle, Majorana particle
or both. The answer to Dirac/Majorana neutrino problem is still unknown, but experi-
mentally testable: if neutrinos are Majorana particles, lepton number conservation law
is violated and a neutrinoless double-beta decay is possible.
2.1.5 See-saw mechanism
The mass term for Majorana neutrino is obtained similarly to Dirac neutrino, using charge
conjugated fields. In general, the mass of left- and right-handed Majorana neutrinos may
be different. The mass term for Majorana neutrino is then
LMm = −
1
2
mL((νL)
CνL + νL(νL)
C)− 1
2
mR(νR(νR)
C + (νR)
CνR) (2.51)
where (νR)C = iγ2ν∗R is charge conjugated field. The 1/2-factors are conventional. If
we choose to combine the Dirac and Majorana mass terms, the sum can be written in
matrix form:
Lm = LDm + LMm (2.52)
= −1
2
(
(νL)C νR
)( 0 mD
mD mR
)(
νL
(νR)C
)
+h.c. (2.53)
≡ −1
2
NCMN +h.c. (2.54)
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HereM is mass matrix, where mR is the mass of right-handed Majorana neutrino. The
zero element means that we assume that there does not exist a left-handed Majorana
neutrino: mL = 0. We further assume that Majorana neutrino mass is of order of
GUT scale and Dirac neutrino mass of order of vacuum expectation value of Higgs field.
AssumingmD  mR, the eigenvalues of the mass matrix can be solved from characteristic
equation:
det (M − Iλ) = 0 (2.55)
−λ(mR − λ)−m2D = 0 (2.56)
λ =
1
2
(
mR ±
√
m2R + 4m
2
D
)
=
1
2
(
mR ±mR
√
1 +
4m2D
m2R
)
λ ≈ 1
2
(
mR ±
(
mR +
2m2D
m2R
))
On the last line, we used binomial approximation5. The eigenvalues are m1 ≈ mR and
m2 ≈ −m2D/mR. While the first one is out of current experimental range, the second
is of order of 1 eV, which is consistent to present estimates of neutrino masses6. m1 is
very large and m2 very small. If the mass of one eigenvalue is increased (decreased), the
mass of second eigenvalue must decrease (increase), which gives this procedure a very
descriptive name: see-saw mechanism.
Majorana neutrinos could avoid the hierarchy problem by postulating a mass scaleM
where new physics arrives. Assigning M to be at GUT scale 1016 GeV (which is clearly
beyond the current experimental reach), neutrino mass is then
mν ∼ gν v
2
M
≈ gν · 0.01 eV (2.57)
which would imply gν ∼ 0.1 (assuming mν ∼ 1 meV), a resolution to hierarchy problem.
The description above is the simplest (type 1) see-saw mechanism, which assumes
only two additional neutrino fields. It aims to explain the smallness of neutrino masses,
compared to other elementary particles. See-saw mechanism was proposed by Minkowski
[8], Gell-Mann and Slansky [13], Yanagida [14] and Mohapatra and Senjanovic [15] in
four different papers during 1977–1980.
2.2 Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata-matrix
This section follows [9]. The eigenstates of mass and weak interaction differ from each
other, hence the different notation was introduced. Like quarks, every neutrino is a
5For small x and p ∈ R, the binomial approximation reads as
(1 + x)p = 1 + px+
1
2!
p(p− 1)x2 + · · ·
Here we use only the first two terms and ignore the rest.
6The negative sign of m2 is disturbing, but fortunately it can be ignored by incorporating it to a
mixing parameter or parameters, which will be introduced in section 2.2.
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superposition of all three currently known neutrinos. Quark superposition can be de-
scribed with CKM-matrix, and analogously7 neutrino superposition can be described
with PMNS-matrix U .
U = (Uli) =
 Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
 (2.58)
Matrix elements can be deduced experimentally within moderate precision. It is required
that
3∑
i=1
|Uli|2 =
∑
l=e,µ,τ
|Uli|2 = 1 (2.59)
with all l and i to conserve probability. The matrix can be parametrized with four
parameters8, just like the CKM-matrix. Denoting sin θij = sij ja cos θij = cij , the
matrix can be represented with three real angles θ13, θ23, θ12 and one complex phase δ13
in the following way.
U =
 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ13−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ13 c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ13 s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ13 c23c13
 (2.60)
The best current experimental values are sin2 θ12 ≈ 0.320, sin2 θ13 ≈ 0.0246, sin2 θ23 ≈
0.613 and δ13 is unknown[16]. If the neutrinos are Majorana fermions, the mixing matrix
must be multiplied with an extra matrix involving two CP violating Majorana phases α
and β:
UMajorana = U ·
 1 0 00 eiα 0
0 0 eiβ
 (2.61)
The mass eigenstates and weak interaction eigenstates can be represented as triplets.
The use of PMNS-matrix is more easily seen with triplets: νeνµ
ντ
 =
 Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
 ν1ν2
ν3
 (2.62)
7There is some difference. By convention, up-type quarks (with charge Q = 2e/3) do not mix, but
down-type quarks do.
8Consider a n × n complex matrix. It has n2 complex elements, each element having two degrees
of freedom (real and imaginary part), so the total number of degrees of freedom is 2n2. Unitarity
condition removes n2 degrees of freedom, leaving n2. 2n − 1 parameters are not physically significant,
and only (n − 1)2 degrees of freedom remains. n(n − 1)/2 of them are neutrino mixing angles and the
rest (n − 1)(n − 2)/2 of them are complex CP violating phases. In the case of n = 3, there are four
degrees of freedom: three mixing angles and one CP violating phase.
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When PMNS-matrix operates to eigenstates of mass, the eigenstates of weak interaction
are extracted. In other words, the state is a superposition of all three neutrinos:
|νl〉 =
3∑
i=1
Uli|νi〉 (2.63)
where l = e, µ, τ . The neutrino states are mixed. Because the PMNS-matrix is
unitary (U † = U−1), we can "invert" this result:
|νi〉 =
∑
l
U∗li|νl〉 (2.64)
Antineutrinos (the antiparticles of neutrinos) are also superpositions of all possible an-
tineutrinos:
|ν¯l〉 =
3∑
i=1
U∗li|ν¯i〉 (2.65)
Difference between this and equation 2.63 is that the matrix elements are complex
conjugated. Neutrino oscillation is a phenomenon, where a neutrino of certain flavour
can transform to an another neutrino of a different flavour, or to its own antineutrino.
Transformation of the neutrino has a certain transition probability amplitude, that has
sine-like time evolution, hence the term "oscillation".
1. Flavor oscillations (such as νe ↔ νµ) are called oscillations of the first kind.
2. Neutrino—antineutrino -oscillations (such as ντ ↔ ν¯τ ) are called oscillations of
the second kind.
Certain types of neutrino transformations are called channels. Three most important
of them are:
1. Golden channel: νe → νµ
2. Silver channel: νµ → ντ
3. Platinum channel: ντ → νe
2.3 Transition probability
This section follows [9]. Mass eigenstates are eigenvalues of Hamiltonian operator:
H|νi〉 = E|νi〉
Time evolution is plane wave solution of Schrödinger equation.
|νi(t)〉 = e−iEit|νi〉 (2.66)
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Let’s denote for weak interaction eigenstates:
|νl(0)〉 = |νl〉
Implement time evolution and plug 2.66 to equation 2.63. We get
|νl(t)〉 =
3∑
i=1
U∗lie
−iEit|νi〉 (2.67)
Note the imaginary unit i in the exponent: it is not summation index. This abuse of
notation is repeated many times in this thesis. Plug equation 2.64 to above. We get
|νl(t)〉 =
∑
l′
3∑
i=1
U∗lie
−iEitUl′i|νl′〉 (2.68)
From here we see that if neutrino is at pure state |νl〉 at t = 0, the time evolution
causes the state to immediately evolve to mixed state for t > 0. Let A(νl → νl′ , t) be the
probability amplitude for finding the neutrino in flavour state |νl′〉. Henceforth,
|νl(t)〉 =
∑
l′
A(νl → νl′ , t)|νl′〉 =
∑
l′
〈νl′ |νl(t)〉|νl′〉 (2.69)
Let’s calculate this.
A(νl → νl′ , t) = 〈νl′ |νl(t)〉 =
∑
l′′=e,µ,τ
∑
i
U∗lie
−iEitUl′′i〈νl′ |νl′′〉 (2.70)
Since 〈νl′ |νl′′〉 = δl′l′′ , then during the summation of index l′′ only term l′′ = l′ survives,
and we get
A(νl → νl′ , t) =
∑
i
U∗liUl′ie
−iEit (2.71)
Transition probability is then obtained:
P (νl → νl′ , t) ≡ Pll′ ≡ |A(νl → νl′ , t)|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
i=1
U∗liUl′ie
−iEit
∣∣∣∣∣
2
⇒ Pll′ =
3∑
i,j=1
U∗liUl′iUljU
∗
l′je
−i(Ei−Ej)t (2.72)
Since neutrinos are ultrarelativistic for all practical purposes (v ≈ 1), the energy of
neutrino i can be expanded as a series:
Ei =
√
p2 +m2i = p
√
1 +
(
mi
p
)2
≈ p
(
1 +
m2i
2p2
)
≈ E + m
2
i
2E
(2.73)
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where in the last equality we substituted p = |~p| = pc ≈ E. Now
Ei − Ej ≈
m2i −m2j
2E
=
∆m2ij
2E
where we denoted ∆m2ij for difference of squared neutrino masses. Therefore it can
be also negative. Since neutrinos are ultrarelativistic, after time t they have travelled a
distance L ≈ ct = t.
Let use denote two handy shorthand notations:
∆kj =
L∆m2kj
4E
= −∆jk (2.74)
W jkll′ = U
∗
ljUl′jUlkU
∗
l′k = (W
kj
ll′ )
∗ (2.75)
Now the transition probability can be expressed as
Pll′ =
3∑
i,j=1
U∗liUl′iUljU
∗
l′je
−i∆m2ijL/2E =
3∑
i,j=1
W ijll′e
−2i∆ij (2.76)
=
∑
i=j
W ijll′e
0 +
∑
i 6=j
W ijll′e
−2i∆ij (2.77)
In equation 2.77, the latter sum has six terms, containing three pairs (12,21), (13,31)
ja (23,32).9 Let us take a closer look, for example, of pair (12,21):
W 12ll′ e
−2i∆12 +W 21ll′ e
−2i∆21 = W 12ll′ e
−2i∆12 + (W 12ll′ )
∗(e−2i∆12)∗
= 2Re
(
W 12ll′ e
−2i∆ij)
Here was the sum of a complex number and its complex conjugate. 10 In the sum we
may choose either of conditions i < j or i > j. For this case, latter one is picked, and we
have only three terms in the summation, and the transition probability is now
Pll′ =
3∑
i=1
W iill′ + 2Re
∑
i>j
W ijll′e
−2i∆ij (2.78)
We can go still further: let’s take a closer look of latter summation. For clarity, the
subscripts are omitted.
9This is shorthand notation. More precisely, the pairs should be denoted as {(i, j); (j, i)}, where
i, j = 1, 2, 3 and i < j.
10For an arbitrary complex number z = x+ iy we know that z + z∗ = x+ iy + x− iy = 2x = 2Re z.
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2Re
∑
i>j
We−2i∆ = 2Re
∑
i>j
(Re W + iIm W )(cos 2∆− i sin 2∆)
= 2Re
∑
i>j
Re W cos 2∆ + Im W sin 2∆ + i(Im W cos 2∆− Re W sin 2∆)
= 2
∑
i>j
Re W cos 2∆ + Im W sin 2∆
=
∑
i>j
2(1− 2 sin2 ∆)Re W + 2Im W sin 2∆
= 2
∑
i>j
Re W −
∑
i>j
(
4Re W sin2 ∆− 2Im W sin 2∆)
= Re
∑
i 6=j
W −
∑
i>j
(
4Re W sin2 ∆− 2Im W sin 2∆)
Transition probability is now
Pll′ =
∑
i=j
W ijll′ + Re
∑
i 6=j
W ijll′ −
∑
i>j
(
4Re W sin2 ∆− 2Im W sin 2∆) (2.79)
Let’s take closer look of first two sums:∑
i=j
W ijll′ + Re
∑
i 6=j
W ijll′ = Re
∑
i=j
W ijll′ + iIm
∑
i=j
W ijll′ + Re
∑
i 6=j
W ijll′
= Re
3∑
i,j=1
W ijll′ + i
3∑
i=1
Im U∗liUl′iUliU
∗
l′i
= Re
3∑
i,j=1
U∗liUl′iUljU
∗
l′j + i
3∑
i=1
Im |Uli|2|Ul′i|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= Re
3∑
i=1
UliU
∗
l′i
3∑
j=1
UljU
∗
l′j
= Re
(
3∑
i=1
UliU
∗
l′i
)2
=
(
3∑
i=1
Uli(U
†)il′
)2
= (UU †)2ll′ = (Ill′)
2 = δ2ll′ = δll′
where we identified U∗l′i = (U
†)il′ . Since U is unitary, then U †U = I. Elements of unit
matrix are described by Kronecker delta. We get the final form of transition probability:
Pll′ = δll′ −
∑
j>k
(
4 sin2(∆kj)Re W
jk
ll′ − 2 sin(2∆kj)Im W jkll′
)
(2.80)
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Note that the sum has only three terms. Here first term inside the sum is responsible
for oscillations irrelevant of existence of CP violation. Second term is the consequence
of CP violation. Therefore the occurance of neutrino oscillation is independent of CP
violation, but it has a contribution.
When all possible probablities are summed over, the sum obviously must be 1:∑
l
P (νl → νl′) =
∑
l′
P (νl → νl′) = 1 (2.81)
Antineutrinos obey the same conditions. We remark some algebraic properties of W :
Re W ij
l¯l¯′ = Re W
ij
ll′ (2.82)
Im W ij
l¯l¯′ = −Im W
ij
ll′ (2.83)
|W ij
l¯l¯′ | = |W
ij
ll′ | (2.84)
argW ij
l¯l¯′ = − argW
ij
ll′ (2.85)
From these properties, it follows that oscillation probabilities of neutrinos and an-
tineutrinos differ (since PMNS matrix is complex), and therefore CP symmetry is vio-
lated. On the other hand:
P (ν¯l → ν¯l) = P (νl → νl)
So the survival probability of neutrino (probability that the neutrino does not
change) doesn’t change if replace neutrino with its antineutrino. Contrast to this, the
transition probabilities differ:
P (ν¯l → ν¯l′) 6= P (νl → νl′)
where naturally l 6= l′. If we compare other kind of transition probabilities, we get
P (νl → νl′) = P (ν¯l′ → ν¯l)
for all l, l′. This is direct consequence of conservation of CPT symmetry. In conclu-
sion, we note that neutrino oscillation happens if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1. At least two different neutrino species have different masses, that is |∆mij | > 0 for
some i, j.
2. PMNS-matrix has nonzero nondiagonal elements.
2.4 Two neutrino oscillation
This section follows [9]. For the analysis of this section only, the existence of ντ is ignored.
Therefore, the mixing matrix is
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U =
(
Ue1 Ue2
Uµ1 Uµ2
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
(2.86)
where θ = θ12 is mixing angle. It is worthwhile to note that the matrix is real
(Uij = U∗ij). As before, the eigenstates of mass are determined from equation 2.64 as a
superposition of eigenstates of weak interaction. Now the index l has only two values
(e, µ) in summation. Using equation 2.76, the transition probability is
P (νl → νl, L,E) =
2∑
i,j=1
UliUliUljUlje
−2i∆ij
= Ul1Ul1Ul1Ul1e
0 + Ul1Ul1Ul2Ul2e
−2i∆12
+ Ul2Ul2Ul1Ul1e
−2i∆21 + Ul2Ul2Ul2Ul2e0
= U4l1 + U
4
l2 + 2U
2
l1U
2
l1(e
−2i∆12 + e2i∆12)
= U4l1 + U
4
l2 + 4U
2
l1U
2
l1 cos(2∆12)
With choice l = e, transition probability is
P (νe → νe) = cos4 θ + sin4 θ + 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ cos(2∆12)
= cos4 θ + sin4 θ + 2 sin2 θ cos2 θ(1− 2 sin2 ∆12)
= (cos2 θ + sin2 θ)2 − 4 sin2 θ cos2 θ sin2(∆12)
= 1− 2 sin2(2θ) sin2(∆12)
The result is same for l = µ. For two neutrinos, transition probability is
Pll = P (νl → νl) = 1− 2 sin2(2θ) sin2(∆) (2.87)
Pll′ = P (νl → νl′) = 2 sin2(2θ) sin2(∆) (2.88)
where ∆ ≡ ∆12 and (obviously) Pll + Pll′ = 1, assuming that labels l and l′ are
different. The observable Pll is survival probability. In contrast, Pll′ is disappearance
probability. The factor sin 2θ is amplitude of oscillation and ∆m2 = m21 − m22 is
frequency of oscillation.
Since the two-dimensional mixing matrix does not possess imaginary part, CP vio-
lation doesn’t occur. However, the neutrinos oscillate. Analogously with CKM matrix,
CP violation manifests itself only if three generations of matter are considered.
2.5 Three neutrino oscillation
This section follows [9]. With three neutrinos, the mixing matrix is the PMNS matrix
introduced in the beginning of this chapter. The two most important oscillation channels
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are covered within this section. Solar neutrino mixing is dominated by golden νeνµ
channel and atmospheric neutrino mixing (by cosmic rays) is dominated by νeντ channel.
It is known that for solar neutrinos, the squared mass difference ∆m221 is positive (which
implicates m1 < m2), but the corresponding squared mass difference of atmospheric
neutrinos ∆m231 is known by its absolute value only. Therefore there are now two different
possibilites for neutrino mass order (hierarchy):
1. Normal hierarchy (NH): m1 < m2 < m3
2. Inverted hierarchy (IH): m3 < m1 < m2
The experimental values of PMNS matrix parameters are [16]
sin2(θ12) = 0.320± 0.017 (2.89)
∆m221 = (7.62± 0.19)× 10−5 eV2 (2.90)
sin2(θ23) = 0.427± 0.034 or 0.613± 0.040 (2.91)
∆m231 = (2.55± 0.06)× 10−3 eV2 (2.92)
sin2(θ13) = 0.0246± 0.0029 (2.93)
for NH, where the error is 1σ-error. In addition, δ ∈ [0, 2pi[. If we assume IH, then a few
parameters are changed:
∆m231 = (2.43± 0.07)× 10−3 eV2 (2.94)
sin2(θ23) = 0.600± 0.031 (2.95)
sin2(θ13) = 0.0250± 0.0027 (2.96)
The best fit values and 3σ-errors are listed in table 3.5.
2.5.1 Special case: Two flavour oscillation
Let δ = 0 (CP violation is ignored). The term Im W jkll′ disappears, and the equation 2.80
is then
Pll′ = δll′ −
∑
j>k
4 sin2 ∆kjW
jk
ll′ (2.97)
where W = UljUl′jUlkUl′k is real, since CP invariance implicates that PMNS is real
matrix. In addition
∆31 =
L
4E
(m23 −m21) =
L
4E
(m23 −m22 +m22 −m21) = ∆32 + ∆21 ≈ ∆32
because ∆21  ∆31. Now transition probability is
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Pll′ = δll′ − 4(sin2 ∆31W 13ll′ + sin2 ∆32 + sin2 ∆21W 12ll′ ) (2.98)
= δll′ − 4(W 13ll′ +W 32ll′ ) sin2 ∆31 − 4W 12ll′ sin2 ∆21 (2.99)
The indices of arguments of sine functions appear to be wrong, but this is not a contra-
diction: sin2(∆ij) = sin2(−∆ji) = (− sin ∆ji)2 = sin2(∆ji). Next, two best known cases
are considered. In both of them, one oscillation frequency is maximal.
Atmospheric neutrino oscillation: ∆31 ≈ pi/2
In upper atmosphere, cosmic rays interact with molecules in air, producing several exotic
particle, including charged pions pi±. Dominant decay channels for them are:
pi− → µ− + ν¯µ (2.100)
pi+ → µ+ + νµ (2.101)
Now oscillation frequency ∆31 is maximal and ∆21  1, so we can ignore the latter. The
interesting bit is the νeνµ-mixing. Let’s calculate survival probability of νµ with equation
2.99, when θ13 ≈ 0.
Pµµ = δµµ − 4(W 13µµ +W 32µµ) sin2 ∆31 = 1− 4(U2µ1U2µ3 + U2µ2U2µ3) sin2 ∆31
= 1− 4(s212c223s223 + c212c223s223) sin2 ∆31 = 1− 4c223s223(s212 + c212) sin2 ∆31
= 1− 4 cos2 θ23 sin2 θ23 sin2 ∆31 = 1− (2 sin θ23 cos θ23)2 sin2 ∆31
= 1− sin2(2θ23) sin2 ∆31
Here we note that in this first approximation of atmospheric neutrino oscillation can
be described by just two terms θ23 and ∆m231. In reality, contribution from νµ ↔ ντ
oscillation must be taken care of for more accurate predictions.
Nuclear reactor neutrino oscillation: ∆21 ≈ pi/2
Neutrinos are born in fusion reactions in sun. These neutrinos are detected at earth, but
detailed interesting analysis of neutrino oscillation is impossible due to matter effects
inside sun11. However, same kind of oscillation can be analyzed using neutrinos that are
created by nuclear fission. Using nuclear weaponry could be considered unethical (and
the duration of neutrino flux would be short), so nuclear reactors are used.
Now, oscillation frequency ∆21 is maximal, and ∆31  1 . Henceforth, sin2 ∆31 can
be replaced by its mean, when the argument of sine function is much larger than its
period (here T = pi). Mean value is obtained by integrating over period:
11The density of matter in the part of sun where fusion may occur is extremely high. At this density
neutrino interactions with baryonic matter are significant.
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〈sin2 ∆〉 = 1
pi
pi∫
0
sin2 ∆d∆ =
1
2
(2.102)
After squaring this, transition probability is
Pll′ = δll′ − (W 13ll′ +W 32ll′ )− 4W 12ll′ sin2 ∆21 (2.103)
Nuclear reactors produce electron antineutrinos, which can be detected in inverse beta
decay reactions:
ν¯e + p→ e+ + n (2.104)
After the decay, positron collides with electron, producing two photons. In addition, an
atom captures neutron and produces third photon. Survival probability of antineutrino
is
P (ν¯e → ν¯e) = 1− sin2 2θ13 sin2 ∆13 − cos4 θ13 sin2 2θ12 sin2 ∆12 (2.105)
This probability is measured in two kinds of experiments:
1. In solar neutrino oscillation, observables are θ12 and ∆m212. Then we assume θ13 =
0.
2. In nuclear reactor oscillation, all four observables are measured. When the baseline
of the experiments is much smaller than a typical baseline usen in solar neutrino
oscillations, we can assume θ12 = 0
The angle θ13 is reactor angle. It is very interesting to note that CP violating
phase factor surfaces always with factor sin θ13.12 Consequently, reactor angle should
not be too small, if CP violation is to be experimented. More precisely, the changes of
observables resulting from CP violation are proportional to product of sines of all angles∏
i,j sin θij .
2.6 Oscillation length
The distance covered the neutrino L on is the distance between neutrino source and
detector. It is called baseline. Baseline is short, if L . 10 km and long, if L & 100 km.
Magic baselines are a very useful set of baselines, which are discussed in detail in section
4.1. Let’s assume that neutrinos travel in vacuum, Then, the flavour change depends of
oscillation length:
Loscij =
4piE
∆m2ij
(2.106)
12That’s why the phase somethimes has subscript: δ ≡ δ13.
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After the neutrino has travelled oscillation length, the oscillation has progressed exactly
one period, back to initial state. If measurements are performed at lengths
L =
n
2
Loscij
along the neutrino beam (n ∈ Z+). Then in two adjacent measurement points, neutrinos
are detected in very different probabilities. This is apparent if we consider two neutrino
oscillation.
Exponential factor in transition probability 2.78 can be rewritten with oscillation
length:
e−iL∆m
2
ij/2E = e−2piiL/L
osc
ij
When energy is expressed in MeV units and ∆m2 in eV2 units, oscillation length can be
numerically calculated:
Loscij ≈ 2.49
E[MeV]
∆m2ij [eV
2]
To observe the oscillation, the baseline of the experiment must be at least the oscillation
length: Losc ≤ L. However, Losc should not be too much bigger or smaller than baseline.
If Losc  L, then oscillation isn’t even properly started before the neutrinos hit the
detector. If Losc  L, then the oscillation factor in 2.78, which gets all values from
[-1,1], is replaced by its mean value 0, and oscillation in unobservable. Hence, only mean
transition probability is observed. This results from decoherence: only small uncertainty
of baseline L destroys the oscillation. Same effect results from uncertainty of energy
E. To be precise, damping of oscillation is connected to uncertainty of L/E. Complete
damping results in transition probability
Pll′ =
3∑
i=1
|Uli|2|Ul′i|2 (2.107)
Another damping factor is neutrino absorption to medium. Third factor is neutrino
decay. Both of these effects can be taken care of by introducing damping factor Dij like
this:
Pll′ =
∑
i>j
DijW
ij
ll′e
−iL∆m2ij/2E (2.108)
where
Dij = e
−αij |∆mij |ξLβ/Eγ
and where αij , ξ, β ja γ depend from damping. On earth, decoherence and damping
are negligible. In contrast, in very dense matter they must be included in the analysis.
Primary applications are the sun, supernova explosions and early universe.
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2.7 Neutrino oscillation in medium
Let’s consider neutrino flux hitting matter (consisting of protons, neutrons and electrons).
Neutrinos participate with weak interaction in two kinds of interactions:
e− + νe →W− → e− + νe (2.109)
f + νl → Z → f + νl (2.110)
Here f = p+, n, e− and l = e, µ, τ . Intermediate vector bosons W− and Z = Z0 are
virtual mediator particles of weak interaction. These are the simplest (and also the
most common) interactions. Upper reaction involves a transfer of electric charge via
W− exchange, therefore it is charged current (CC) interaction. Lower reaction has
electrically neutral mediator, therefore it is neutral current (NC) interaction. It
should be noted that νe participates in both interactions, but νµ and ντ only in NC
interaction.
CC interaction is described by Hamiltonian density
HCC =
GF√
2
(
ν¯eγ
λ(1− γ5)e
)
(e¯γλ(1− γ5)νe) (2.111)
=
GF√
2
(
ν¯eγ
λ(1− γ5)νe
)
(e¯γλ(1− γ5)e) (2.112)
Second equality is obtained by Fierz transformation, resulting in Fierz identity. GF =
1.1664 · 10−5 GeV−2 is Fermi constant.
NC interaction is described by Hamiltonian density
HNC =
GF√
2
∑
l
(
ν¯lγ
λ(1− γ5)νl
)∑
f
(
f¯γλ(g
f
V − gfAγ5)f
)
(2.113)
where gfA and g
f
V are known constants (to be revealed later in this section). Index f
is as before.
Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian densities are
HCC |νe〉 = δelVCC |νe〉
HNC |νl〉 = V fNC |νl〉
where
VCC(νe) ≡ VCC ≡
√
2GFNe = −VCC(ν¯e) (2.114)
V fNC(νl) ≡ VNC ≡
√
2GFNfg
f
V = −VNC(ν¯l) (2.115)
are charged current potential and neutral current potential, respectively. Ne is
electron number density and Nf is number density of a fermion particle f . Note that
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the potentials are antisymmetric under charge conjungation (X → X). The constants
gV are
geV = −
1
2
+ 2 sin2 θW (2.116)
gpV =
1
2
− 2 sin2 θW (2.117)
gnV = −
1
2
(2.118)
where θW ≈ 28, 76◦ is Weinberg angle (weak mixing angle). Electric charge conser-
vation requires that number densities of electrons and protons must be same. Henceforth,
V pNC+V
e
NC = 0. In other words, their effects cancel each others. Therefore only neutrons
in medium have effect to neutrino oscillation via NC interaction. Substituting gV factor,
we get
VNC = −
√
2
2
GFNn (2.119)
2.8 Mikheyev–Smirnov–Wolfenstein-effect
Let neutrinos travel in vacuum in some potential Vl(t). For simplicity, we restrict the
discussion to only two neutrinos (ν1, ν2). These eigenstates of mass form a doublet
νm =
(
ν1
ν2
)
Let the eigenvalues of energy be E1 and E2, respectively. Hamiltonian operator is there-
fore
H =
(
E1 0
0 E2
)
Note that the matrix is diagonal, so the eigenvalues are on diagonal. Schrödinger equation
of the doublet is
i
dνm
dt
= Hνm (2.120)
Ultrarelativisticness implies mi  E, so let’s expand the energy similarly as in equation
2.73.
Ei ≈ E + m
2
i
2E
Let’s define diagonal mass matrix:
Mm =
(
m1 0
0 m2
)
Here, the eigenvalues on mass are (obviously) on diagonal. Mass matrix can be defined
to also to eigenstates of weak interaction. Using this notation, Hamiltonian operator can
be expressed as
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H ≈ EI + 1
2E
M2m (2.121)
where I = I2 is unit matrix. Term EI can be removed, since in the solution of Schrödinger
equation, it only contributes as phase factor eiEt, which has no physical significance.
Schrödinger equation is then
i
dνm
dt
=
1
2E
M2mνm (2.122)
From equation 2.62 we know that flaovur state doublet is
νW =
(
νe
νµ
)
= Uνm =
(
Ue1 Ue2
Uµ1 Uµ2
)(
ν1
ν2
)
where subscript W stands for "Weak interaction". In two neutrino oscillation, mixing
matrix is equation 2.86. Square of mass matrix of weak interaction is
M2W = UM
2
mU
† =
(
m21 cos
2 θ +m22 sin
2 θ 12∆m
2 sin 2θ
1
2∆m
2 sin 2θ m22 cos
2 θ +m21 sin
2 θ
)
(2.123)
where ∆m2 ≡ m22−m21. Using this, Schrödinger equation can be written with eigenstates
of weak interaction:
i
dνW
dt
=
1
2E
M2W νW (2.124)
When the neutrinos propagate in medium, their speed is reduced. The effect can be
described with effective mass, analogously with light travelling in medium. Existence of
medium requires the addition of term
M2mat =
(
AC +AN 0
0 AN
)
in the square of mass matrix. Here the constants AC and AN are
AC = 2EVCC = 2
√
2GFENe
AN = 2EVNC = −2
√
2GFENn
Let’s define new square of mass matrix:
M2 = M2W +M
2
mat (2.125)
=
(
m21 cos
2 θ +m22 sin
2 θ +AC +AN
1
2∆m
2 sin 2θ
1
2∆m
2 sin 2θ m22 cos
2 θ +m21 sin
2 θ +AN
)
(2.126)
Note that the term AN can not be taken out of the square of mass matrix as an unsignif-
icant phase factor. It is there to stay, and Schrödinger equation is now
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i(
ν˙e
ν˙µ
)
=
1
2E
M2
(
νe
νµ
)
(2.127)
there the dot is time derivative. Let’s diagonalize matrix M2. Charateristic equation is
det(M2 − Iµ2) = 0 (2.128)
where λ = µ2 is eigenvalue of mass. Because this is 2 × 2-matrix, we get two different
eigenvalues as solution. The result is
µ2± =
1
2
(m21 +m
2
2 +AC + 2AN )∓
1
2
√
(∆m2 cos 2θ −AC)2 + (∆m2)2 sin2 2θ (2.129)
Let’s denote µ+ ≡ µ1 and µ− ≡ µ2. Difference of effective masses is
∆m = µ
2
2 − µ21 =
√
(∆m2 cos 2θ −AC)2 + (∆m2)2 sin2 2θ (2.130)
Note that
lim
AC→0
∆m = ∆m
2
as required. The difference of effective masses is minimized when
AC = AR ≡ ∆m2 cos 2θ
In medium, the (vacuum) mixing angle θ in neutrino mixing matrix must be replaced by
matter mixing angle θm. If a neutrino νi propagates in medium, it is now accompanied
with subscript m: νim. Then, the eigenstates of neutrinos in medium are
ν1m = νe cos θm − νµ sin θm (2.131)
ν2m = νe sin θm + νµ cos θm (2.132)
Matter mixing angle can be obtained from equation 2.126:
tan 2θm =
2meµ
mµµ −mee
=
2× 12∆m2 sin 2θ
m22 cos
2 θ +m21 sin
2 θ +AN − (m21 cos2 θ +m22 sin2 θ +AC +AN )
=
∆m2 sin 2θ
(m21 −m22)(sin2 θ − cos2 θ)−AC
=
∆m2 sin 2θ
∆m2 cos 2θ −AC
=
tan 2θ
1− AC
∆m2 cos 2θ
=
tan 2θ
1− ACAR
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What is the meaning of this? Matter mixing angle may have a large value even to
maximal angle θm = pi/4 independent of vacuum mixing angle (corresponding to νe ↔ νµ
oscillation). This depends on density of medium and energy of neutrino. Maximality is
reached when AC = AR, that is
2
√
2GFENe = ∆m
2
21 cos 2θ
This effect, first discovered my Lincoln Wolfenstein in 1978, is called MSW effect.
The two other letters refer to Stanislav Mikheyev and Alexei Smirnov, who analysed
Wolfenstein’s work and noticed in 1986 that behaviour of neutrinos changes drastically
when they are in medium[17]. Mikheyev and Smirnov found that in high density (where
matter effects dominate) ν2m ≈ νµ and ν1m ≈ νe. When density gets smaller, the
coefficients of neutrino flavour states change. Mixing angle starts to get smaller starting
from value θm = pi/2. When AC = AR, the mixing angle is θm = pi/4, and the states
ν1m and ν2m are maximal mixes of states νe and νµ. When θm → θ (matter mixing
angle approached vacuum mixing angle), ν2m-state is dominated by νµ and ν1m-state is
dominated by νe, as expected.
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Chapter 3
Methods
In this chapter, I describe GLoBES software package and experiment definition language
(AEDL) it utilizes. Then, I introduce the methods I have used to get the results of this
thesis.
The central idea is to guess the true values of oscillation parameters and
then to do statistical tests to find confidence limits for deviations of true
values.
The statistical tests are χ2-tests, which are described in section 3.2. The confidence limits
are very experiment-dependent, which is why the site for neutrino oscillation detector
should be decided with extra care.
The goal is to determine neutrino mass hierachy and discover or discredit
leptonic CP violation within 5σ confidence.
3.1 GLoBES — General Long Baseline Experiment Simula-
tor
GLoBES [18][19] is a software package to simulate neutrino oscillation by long baseline
and reactor experiments. We use program version 3.1.11, released in 12 January 2012.
It is written with C programming language with the exception of experiment defini-
tion, which utilizes AEDL (Abstract Experiment Definition Language). Given an AEDL
experiment file, GLoBES can output oscillation probabilities and χ2-values. Multiple ex-
periments can be combined, and are combined in this thesis. χ2-values can be calculated
with only systematics and with projections to any axis or planes generated by oscillation
parameters.
However, a perfect simulator doesn’t exist, and GLoBES has a few shortcomings:
time-dependency of neutrino flux and geometrical effects of a source distribution can not
be described.
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3.1.1 AEDL — Abstract Experiment Definition Language
All information of the experiment is stored in AEDL file (file extension glb). Oscillation
parameters are independent of experiments; they are defined in the C language source
code. In AEDL file, the following properties are defined explicitly:
• Duration of experiment (years)
• Neutrino flux power1 (MW)
• Target fiducial mass (kt)
• Energy window of neutrinos (GeV)
• Density profile (binned, g/cm3)
• Baseline (km)
• Energy resolution of detector (GeV)
• Energy dependent efficiencies (binned) and interpolation technique choice (linear
or cubic spline)
• Channel definitions and channel rules
In addition, neutrino fluxes and cross sections are read from a file. For some pre-defined
experiments, GLoBES C-library has some AEDL files, flux files and cross section files.
Flux file contains energy dependency of every neutrino and antineutrino flavour flux in
the following format:
E Φ(νe) Φ(νµ) Φ(ντ ) Φ(νe) Φ(νµ) Φ(ντ )
Pre-defined flux files are already normalized. For other files, normalization is conducted.
GLoBES assumes that flux is given at a distance of 1 km from source. Simulation, which
uses energy bin width ∆E, number of target nuclei τ , target mass m, flux measurement
distance L and cross section area A, requires the user to input normalization coefficient
N =
GeV
∆E
· cm
2
A
·
(
L
km
)2
· τ
m
· 10−38 · LuL (3.1)
where Lu is unit luminosity and L integrated luminosity (flux power).
Similarly to flux file, the cross section file contains energy dependency of every neu-
trino and antineutrino flavour cross section in the following format:
lg E σ(νe) σ(νµ) σ(ντ ) σ(νe) σ(νµ) σ(ντ )
Unit of cross section is 10−38 cm2/GeV.
1Power of flux is defined as the energy of neutrinos passing through beam’s cross section per unit
time.
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Energy resolution function is defined by
σ(E) = αE + β
√
E + γ (3.2)
where parameters α, β, γ are explicitly defined in AEDL file by user. In this thesis,
α = 0.15, β = γ = 0 is used. Then, given an energy E that a neutrino has, the detector
detects energy E′, which is Gaussian distributed with mean E and standard deviation
σ(E), with a distribution function
f(E,E′) =
1√
2piσ(E)
exp
(
−(E − E
′)2
2σ(E)2
)
(3.3)
3.2 χ2-distribution
The most important numerical value that GLoBES produces is χ2-value. It describes the
probability that a certain hypothesis (null hypothesis) is valid. Large χ2-value confirms
null hypothesis to a certain confidence limit and small χ2-value means that with great
probability, null hypothesis is false. χ2 discrete distribution function for k degrees of
freedom is
f(x) =

1
2k/2Γ( k2 )
x
k
2
−1e−
x
2 , when x ≥ 0
0, when x < 0
(3.4)
The distribution has mean k and variance 2k. Γ(k/2) is Euler gamma function2 and
k ∈ Z+. In this thesis, amount of degrees of freedom is in most cases one (1). Then,
one oscillation parameter3 is free and five others are fixed. However, we take account the
errors of the fixed parameters and assume that the errors are Gaussian. Then, GLoBES
calculates the test statistic for χ2:
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
(Oi − (1 + a)Ti)2
O2i
(3.5)
where N is the number of bins, Oi is the observed event rate (using test values of oscil-
lation parameters) and Ti is the true event rate (using assumed true values of oscillation
parameters). Parameter a corresponds to errors of source flux and fiducial mass. In this
thesis, they are ignored: a = 0.
The confidence limits and the corresponding χ2 values are in table 3.1 for one degree
of freedom.
2Definition:
Γ(x) =
∞∫
0
e−ttx−1dt
Properties: Γ(n+ 1) = n! = nΓ(n), Γ(1) = 1, Γ(1/2) =
√
pi.
3Reminder: Oscillation parameters are the mixing angles θ12, θ13, θ23, CP violation angle δ and
squared neutrino mass differences ∆m232 and ∆m221.
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Sigma Percentage (%) χ2
1.000 68.27 1.000
1.645 90 .00 2.706
2.000 95.45 4.000
2.576 99 .00 6.635
3.000 99.73 9.000
3.291 99.90 10.828
4.000 99.994 16.000
5.000 99.99994 25.000
Table 3.1: List of χ2-values corresponding to confidence limits as standard deviations
(sigmas) and percentages. One degree of freedom is assumed. We assume that σ =√
∆χ2.
Site Country Baseline (km)
Fréjus road tunnel France 130
Canfranc underground laboratory Spain 630
National laboratory of Gran Sasso Italy 732
Sieroszowice underground laboratory Poland 950
Boulby mine United Kingdom 1050
Unirea salt mine Romania 1570
Pyhäsalmi mine Finland 2288
Table 3.2: List of candidate sites for LAGUNA with baseline lengths from CERN. Pri-
mary option is Pyhäsalmi mine and secondary option Fréjus road tunnel.
3.3 LAGUNA project
LAGUNA (Large Apparatus for studying Grand Unification and Neutrino Astronomy) is
an European4 scientific megaproject, which aims to build a very large neutrino detector
somewhere in Europe. All the proposed detectors are much larger than any current
neutrino detector. There are seven candidate sites. They are listed in table 3.2. As of
2013, the site has not been selected. The results of this thesis have assumed that the site
will be Pyhäsalmi.
3.3.1 Neutrino sources
In this thesis, we consider three possible neutrino sources (CERN, Protvino and Lund
accelerators), which will create neutrino beams to Pyhäsalmi. Source and target sites
can be seen in figure 3.1. CERN and Protvino accelerator are currently existing, but
4Full list of countries involved: Finland, Russia, Denmark, Germany, Poland, United Kingdom, Spain,
France, Switzerland, Italy, Romania, Greece, Japan and United States. USA and Japan are involved,
but the LAGUNA site and neutrino sources are going to be in Europe.
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Lund is currently under consideration5.
CERN SPS
Hydrogen atoms are ionized, and then accelerated with linear accelerator (LINAC 2)
to 50 MeV. The resulting protons are directed to Proton Synchroton Booster (PSB),
which accelerates them to 1.4 GeV. Afterwards, they are inserted to Proton Synchroton
(PS). There, proton energy is increased to 14 GeV. The protons then exit to Super
Proton Synchroton (SPS), where they reach their final energy of 400 GeV. Then, they
are ejected to a transfer line (which has not been built yet), which orients the proton
beam to Pyhäsalmi even before the protons collide to the target.
Target material is a series of small graphite cylinders. To absorb the heat and shock
of the proton beam, the target is cooled with high-pressure helium gas. When the
protons hit the target, an enormous amount of pions and kaons are produced. They
enter to magnetic horns, which focus positive (or negative) particles with a certain
mean energy and defocus negative (or positive) particles, depending on the magnetic
field.
After the pions and kaons have survived the magnetic horns, they enter to the decay
tunnel, which has vacuum inside. Most of pions and kaons decay in this tunnel, resulting
in muons and neutrinos. At the end of the decay tunnel, a hadron stop absorbs all
the protons, which penetrated the target and the horns without deflecting or interacting.
The stopper also stops all the remaining pions and kaons. Similar to target material,
the stopper experiences moderate energy exposure, which is countered by water cooling
system.
Muons and neutrinos are the only ones which pass through the hadron stop. The
muons are absorbed within a kilometre after passing the hadron stop, leaving only neu-
trinos to travel all the way (∼ 2300 km) to Pyhäsalmi. The resulting neutrino power is
700 kW.
Protvino accelerator
The neutrino beam production process is similar to CERN. Linear accelerator (URAL-
30) is used to accelerate protons to 30 MeV. The protons are directed to a synchrotron
booster (U-1.5), where the proton energy is increased to 1.32 GeV. Finally, the protons
are injected to synchrotron U-70, where they achieve 70 GeV energy (maximum 76 GeV).
Neutrino power with current set-up would be 20 kW. Proposed upgrade for the study
of long-baseline neutrino oscillations would increase the power to 450 kW. If Omega
project is approved, the power could be risen to 1.1 MW, with proton energy of only 3.5
GeV.
5If everything proceeds as planned, the accelerator would be completed in 2019 or 2020.
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Figure 3.1: The neutrino beam routes from CERN (Switzerland), Protvino (Russia) and
Lund (Sweden) to Pyhäsalmi (Finland). The baseline lengths are 2288, 1160 and 1140
km, respectively. Due to spherical geometry of Earth, the neutrinos travel underground.
Original map is from Wikimedia Commons, and it has been released to public domain.
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Lund accelerator
The current plan is to utilize only linear accelerator to accelerate the protons to energy
of 2.5 GeV. The protons are injected to circular accumulator ring, where the proton pulse
of length ∼ 10−3 s is compressed to ∼ 10−6 s. Proton beam power will be 5 MW.
When the protons hit the target, a large amount of spallation neutrons are produced,
which is actually the primary objective of ESS (European Spallation Source) project.
The secondary effect (which is relevant for this thesis) is the simultaneous production of
neutrinos. They will have mean energy at ∼ 300 MeV.
3.3.2 Scientific aims
1. Detect proton decay, as most grand unified theories (GUT) predict it. Currently,
proton half-life has lower limit τ = 6.6 ·1033 years[20], which already excludes some
GUT’s. Confirmed proton decay would be a nondirect proof of existence of X or
Y boson. It would also strengthen our predictions of very old universe. If proton
half life is . 1035 years, LAGUNA will detect the decay.
2. Find and study new and existing neutrino sources, possibly also ultra-high-energy
neutrinos. Cosmic sources include supernovae and Sun. In addition, Earth itself is
a neutrino factory, producing geoneutrinos in radioactive decay, which is also the
source of geothermal heat.
3. Discover leptonic CP violation and determine neutrino mass hierarchy by measuring
oscillation probabilities and therefore, PMNS matrix oscillation parameters with
great precision.
3.3.3 Detectors
There are three detector candidates to be used in LAGUNA. It is possible that more
than one is built. Some properties of the detectors are listed below and in table 3.3.
• GLACIER (Giant Liquid Argon Charge Imaging ExpeRiment) is multi-purpose
underground detector, containing time projection chambers (TPC), planned to be
constructed 900 meters underground. Its liquid is chosen to be pure argon due
to its extraordinary properties: ionization tracks could be several meters long. It
allows accurate and uniform imaging. MC simulations suggest 90 % efficiency over
energy range 0—5 GeV[21].
• LENA (Low Energy Neutrino Astronomy) is an organic liquid scintillator detector.
The liquid has not been chosen yet. Most likely alternatives are linear alkylbenzene
and phenyl-xylyl-ethane, which have attentuation length of ∼ 10 m. LENA could
detect neutrinos of an approximate energy range 10 MeV— 10 GeV. It would detect
geoneutrinos resulting from radioactive decay from inside Earth, and supernova
neutrinos[21].
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Detector GLACIER LENA MEMPHYS
Liquid mass 100 kt 220 kt6 440 kt (3 tanks)
730 kt (5 tanks)
Diameter 70 m 26 m 65 m
Height 20 m 100 m 65 m
Depth 900 m 1400 m 1100 m
Detection TPC 45 000 PMT 81 000 PMT
PMT: 20 cm PMT: 30 cm
Table 3.3: List of properties of individual detectors to be constructed to LAGUNA,
taken from [21]. Note that all three detectors are designed to be cylindrical in shape, the
bottom of the cylinders to be placed towards the center of Earth.
• MEMPHYS (MEgaton Mass PHYSics) is a water Cherenkov detector consisting
of five identical tanks. The mass of water MEMPHYS can hold is actually less
than one megaton, but if superstructure is included in the mass, one megaton limit
may be exceeded. The splitting to five tanks is considered optimal for maintenance
reasons. It allows at least two or three tanks to be continuously operational[21].
3.4 Experiment setup details
Using AEDL, a new experiment file was created. The parameters it uses are listed in table
3.4. Baseline from CERN to Pyhäsalmi is commonly abbreviated as C2P, and Protvino
to Pyhäsalmi as P2P. We use L2P as abbreviation fo Lund to Pyhäsalmi. Combined
experiment simulation using both baselines is also done, without any changes in the
individual experiment files.
Flux files were from [25], which refers to 3 · 1021 protons on target, source distance
100 km and cross section area 100 m2. They are plotted in figure 3.2. Cross section
files were from [26][27]. Same flux files and cross section files were used with all three
experiments. Because the L2P has greater neutrino flux, the normalization coefficent is
adjusted accordingly. Energy binning is conducted with Emin = 0.1 GeV, Emax = 6 GeV,
with 40 bins. Using these numbers and the integral of the flux file, the normalization
6This includes outer layer (100 kt water Cherenkov), middle layer designed to shield inner layer from
cosmic rays (70 kt buffer liquid) and inner layer (50 kt liquid scintillator). So the effective mass is 50
kt.
7One experiment year corresponds to full one year continuous operation.
8Currently 4 · 1020 p.o.t., upgrade planned.
9Current power is 20 kW. If Omega project is approved, the power could be risen to 450 kW. Even
1.1 MW is possible, but then the neutrino energy is restricted to maximum of 3.5 GeV.
10Target liquid is assumed to be pure water. However, some detector candidates are planned to contain
liquid argon. 17 kt of liquid argon is equivalent to 100 kt of pure water [22].
11Value 1 means that we assume that detector is equiefficient within the chosen energy window of
neutrinos.
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Parameter C2P P2P L2P
Experiment time7 4 years ν
and 4 years ν
Neutrino flux 3 · 1021 p.o.t. 3 · 1021 p.o.t.8 1023 p.o.t.
Neutrino flux power 700 kW 450 kW9 5 MW
Target mass10 m 50 kt
Baseline L 2288 km 1160 km 1140 km
Density profile See [23][24]
Energy resolution function σ(E) 0.15E
Energy dependent efficiencies11 1
Interpolation of above Linear
Table 3.4: Parameters used in C2P, P2P and L2P experiment definition files.
Parameter Best fit value 1σ range 3σ range
sin2 θ12 0.320 0.303-0.336 0.27-0.37
sin2 θ13 0.0246 (NH) 0.0218-0.0275 0.017-0.033
0.0250 (IH) 0.0223-0.0276 0.017-0.033
sin2 θ23 0.613 or 0.427 (NH) 0.400-0.461 or 0.573-0.635 0.36-0.68
0.600 (IH) 0.569-0.626 0.37-0.67
δ No preferred value
∆m221 7.62·10−5 eV2 (7.43-7.81)·10−5 eV2 (7.12-8.20)·10−5 eV2
∆m231 2.55·10−3 eV2 (NH) (2.46-2.61)·10−3 eV2 (2.31-2.74)·10−3 eV2
−2.43 · 10−3 eV2 (IH) (2.37-2.50)·10−5 eV2 (2.21-2.64)·10−3 eV2
Table 3.5: Best fit values, 1σ and 3σranges of oscillation parameters. NH = Normal
hierarchy, IH = Inverted hierarchy. Values are obtained from [16].
coefficient was calculated to be N ≈ 1.8640 · 10−5 for C2P. With appropriate scaling, the
coefficients for P2P and L2P are obtained.
Some values of experiment parameters are changed in different analysis, for example
target mass. The specific changes are reported during the following chapter, where
appropriate.
3.5 Oscillation parameters
The oscillation parameter values are independent of experiment setup, as they are con-
stants of nature. In the simulations, we used the best fit parameter values in table
3.5
Errors for parameters were assumed to be 10% for ∆m231 and θ12. In addition, 5% error
was assumed with density of earth. Other parameters were assumed to be exact.
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Figure 3.2: Muon neutrino flux (red) and muon antineutrino flux (blue) as a function of
neutrino energy. Amount of antineutrinos is slightly lower than neutrinos. The fluxes
of other neutrino flavours are at least two orders of magnitude smaller and share a
moderately similar shape. These fluxes refer to 3 ·1021 protons on target, source distance
100 km and cross section area 100 m2. Bin length is 0.1 GeV.
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Chapter 4
Results
In this chapter, we begin by a quick definition and implications of magic and bimagic
baselines in section 4.1. In section 4.2 the results of determining neutrino mass hierarchy
are presented. Similar results on CP violation discovery are presented in section 4.3. Both
neutrino mass hierarchy determination and CP violation discovery are found within a
certain confidence limit assuming conditions given in sections 3.4 (exceptions mentioned
in this chapter where appropriate) and oscillation parameters in section 3.5. All the
figures are presented at the end of this chapter.
4.1 Magic and bimagic baseline
A baseline is magic, if an oscillation channel disappears completely with it or if it has
some other useful properties. In this thesis’s context, magic baseline refers to a case where
neutrino mass hierarchy can be determined without any information about
the value of CP violating angle δ with some neutrino energy. Bimagic baseline
has two possible neutrino energy values, which fulfill the condition. These concepts are
easiest to understand via an example.
Consider baseline L = 2540 km with neutrino energy 3.3 GeV. With this
energy, the oscillation probability P IHeµ ≈ 0.002 is independent of δ, in the
case of IH. Assuming NH, PNHeµ ≈ 0.025 − 0.065, depending on the value of
δ. Even the lowest value of probability with NH is over 10 times larger. So
the neutrino mass hierarchy is obtained from probability directly and this
baseline is magic.
Consider the same baseline with neutrino energy 1.9 GeV. With this energy,
the oscillation probability PNHeµ ≈ 0.008 is independent of δ, in the case
of NH. Assuming IH, P IHeµ ≈ 0.004 − 0.039, depending on the value of δ.
These probability regions overlap, but if the probability Peµ = 0.008 can be
excluded within 5σ limit, then neutrino mass hierarchy is IH. So there is
another energy for same baseline to obtain mass hierarchy. Therefore, the
baseline is bimagic.
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Example values were from [28].
Amazingly, the distance of Pyhäsalmi mine (Finland) is 2288 km from CERN. This
distance is close enough to bimagic baseline (2540 km) in the example above to determine
neutrino mass hierarchy almost conclusively, as seen in next section. No other candidate
site (see table 3.2 is appendix) has a baseline that is near enough to bimagic baseline to
preserve the desired properties.
4.2 Mass hierarchy determination
Using AEDL file for C2P-baseline (section 3.4) and oscillation parameters from section
3.5, we calculated probability for oscillation νe → νµ as a function of neutrino energy,
keeping all oscillation parameters fixed except for δ, which had arbitrary value. In other
words, one degree of freedom was used. The result is in figure 4.1.
Using the AEDL file only for 4+4 years (one for ν, one for ν), the 5σ confidence limit
for neutrino mass hierarchy discovery is exceeded with almost all values for δCP . We
assume that σ =
√
∆χ2. In the case of NH and inclusion of Protvino beam, the mass
hierarchy can be conclusively determined. The case of IH is almost as good. Therefore,
neutrino mass hierarchy can be almost conclusively determined. The result is
in figure 4.2 for NH and in figure 4.3 for IH. Inclusion of Lund beam was also done, but
the resulting χ2 value is so great that it would not be seen in the figures.
4.3 CP violation discovery
Using AEDL file for C2P-baseline, combination of C2P and P2P and combination of
C2P, P2P and L2P (all described in section 3.4), and oscillation parameters from section
3.5, we calculated the fraction of δCP parameter space ]0, 2pi[\{pi} which exceeds a given
confidence limit. 4+4 year exposure (4 year ν, 4 year ν) is assumed. The limits are
90%, 3σ and 5σ. We assume that σ =
√
∆χ2. The result is in figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6,
corresponding to pure C2P, combination of C2P and P2P and combination of C2P, P2P
and L2P.
This neutrino flux exposure will discover CP violation from ∼ 40% of the
available δCP parameter space within 5σ limit and from ∼ 70% within 90%
confidence limit, assuming NH and C2P. Inclusion of P2P increases the coverage of
parameter space a few percentage points and assuming IH increases yet a few more
percentage points.
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Figure 4.1: Oscillation probability P (νe → νµ) as a function of neutrino energy, using
C2P-baseline. Probability is calculated with 50 different energy values between 1 GeV
and 4 GeV. Energy values are distributed equidistantly. Blue colour corresponds to
NH and red colour to IH. Green colour corresponds to both of them. All oscillation
parameters are held constant except δ ∈ [0, 2pi]. Experiment setup details are in section
3.4. A very good neutrino energy is ≈ 3 GeV, where the oscillation probability is one
order higher with NH compared to IH. Furthermore, the sensitivity of CP violating angle
δ is high at NH with given energy. So this oscillation channel with C2P-baseline gives a
very convenient tool to determine mass hierarchy and δ with great precision.
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Figure 4.2: Neutrino mass hierarchy discovery confidence limit as a function of δCP , using
C2P-baseline (thin line) and combination of C2P and P2P (thick line). χ2-values were
calculated for 51 different δCP value, between [0, 2pi[. The δCP values were distributed
equidistantly. This neutrino flux exposure will almost conclusively determine the neu-
trino mass hierarchy, regardless of the value of δCP , even without the inclusion of L2P.
Combined C2P, P2P and L2P beam has a χ2 so great that it is not visible in this figure.
Normal mass hierarchy is assumed.
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Figure 4.3: Neutrino mass hierarchy discovery confidence limit as a function of δCP , using
C2P-baseline (thin line) and combination of C2P and P2P (thick line). χ2-values were
calculated for 51 different δCP value, between [0, 2pi[. The δCP values were distributed
equidistantly. Combined C2P, P2P and L2P beam has a χ2 so great that it is not visible
in this figure. This neutrino flux exposure will almost conclusively determine the neutrino
mass hierarchy, regardless of the value of δCP even without the inclusion of L2P. Inverted
mass hierarchy is assumed.
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Figure 4.4: Fraction of δCP exceeding a given confidence limit as a function of detec-
tor mass, using C2P-baseline. The datapoint markers are "+" and they are connected
piecewise linearly. Fraction is calculated from 51 χ2-values corresponding to 201 different
δCP -values, distributed equidistantly to interval [0, 2pi]. The amount of χ2-values exceed-
ing 2.706, 9 or 25 (corresponding to 90%, 3σ and 5σ limit) is divided by 201, which is
the fraction. Thick lines correspond to inverted mass hierarchy and thin lines to normal
mass hierarchy.
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of δCP exceeding a given confidence limit as a function of detector
mass, a combination of C2P and P2P. The methods are same as with figure 4.4. Thick
lines correspond to inverted mass hierarchy and thin lines to normal mass hierarchy.
Differrences to pure C2P are visible, but very small.
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Figure 4.6: Fraction of δCP exceeding a given confidence limit as a function of detector
mass, a combination of C2P, P2P and L2P. The methods are same as with figure 4.4.
Thick lines correspond to inverted mass hierarchy and thin lines to normal mass hierarchy.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
On 21 December 2012, Finnish Ministry of Employment and Economy, Ministry of Edu-
cation and Culture and Ministry of Transport and Communications have refused Finland
to apply Pyhäsalmi mine as a candidate site for LAGUNA [29]. This unfortunate decision
is not backed by scientific reasoning. Pyhäsalmi mine is an excellent site for LAGUNA,
as this thesis has shown:
• Neutrino mass hierarchy can be almost conclusively deduced from eight years of
data (conclusively with inclusion of L2P).
• Assuming C2P beam, a modest fraction (∼ 40%) of δCP parameter space is cov-
ered with 8 year exposure within 5σ limit and large portion (∼ 70%) within 90%
confidence limit.
– Assuming a combination of C2P and P2P, the fractions are increased by ∼ 5
percentage units.
– Assuming a combination of C2P, P2P and L2P, 5σ limit is covered by 65% of
δCP parameter space and 90% confidence limit by 85%.
• C2P beam itself is enough to determine mass hierarchy and CP violation (latter to
a modest probability). Inclusion of powerful L2P beam brings enough statistics to
rise the probability of finding CP violation to a very good level.
In their announcement, the ministries acknowledge the scientific importance of LAGUNA,
but deem the financial costs unacceptably high. While it is true that the host country
has larger share of the budget than the others, it is simply due to the fact that the
host country benefits the most. The same procedure was used with CERN in Switzer-
land. Moreover, the statement of the ministries provides inaccurate cost estimates: both
the total budget and Finnish share of the total budget are smaller than the ministries’
estimates.
Future work will be intense both in experimental and theoretical side. LAGUNA will
be built in Europe or a similar detector elsewhere in the world. New particle accelerators
will be built and old will be upgraded. Precision measurement of oscillation parameters
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will begin soon after mass hierarchy is determined and CP violation (possibly) confirmed.
Dirac–Majorana mass problem will be settled. Neutrino physics is about to get even more
exciting.
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